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Abstract

The Special Composition Question asks: Under what circumstances do two or more things form a composite (van Inwagen 1990)? Many answers have been offered, ranging from the maximally austere (e.g., “under no circumstances”) to the maximally promiscuous (e.g., “under any circumstance in which the things exist”). Leibniz’s answer falls somewhere in the middle. To a first approximation, it would be that two or more things form a composite just in case they are conceived, imagined, or perceived as one by some mind. In this talk, I explore Leibniz’s arguments in support of this answer: one an argument by cases that prefigures van Inwagen’s own argument for a fairly austere answer (“organicism”), the other an argument appealing to the nature of relations and their role in composition. I then consider two bold implications that this answer has for the nature of bodies or physical objects, given certain auxiliary premises of Leibniz’s. The first implication is that composite bodies such as piles or flocks are not real beings but only phenomena or appearances in the mind. The second is that the same may be said of all bodies.
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